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EDITORIAL
We are running a series of illustrations showing how com-
plicated features of the law may be mechanically illustrated as a
thought process leading to a clearer understanding in the stu-
dent's mind. It is believed that 90 per cent of brains are photo-
graphic. In this age of moving pictures and post cards the
American mind is becoming accustomed to seeing everything
rather than depending upon the auditory nerves for intelligence
from lectures, travelogues, etc., and we are becoming less accus-
tomed to drawing mental pictures of scenery, industries, and
structures from word descriptions. It is felt that reasoning in
the law field, the relation of related ideas and the effect of modern
developments, wherever any of them are capable of illustration,
can be simplified and made easier of comprehension if handled
in the twentieth century way, - that is, illustrated by a drawing,
a diagram or a chart.
